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they like the bacon rind. they walk across the street, but they don't get much of anything. after
working for years in a minuscule field, they start talking to a friend, and instead of catching up on

their various problems they show him how they can juggle flat cakes. he laughs and calls them
toasts. the men are stooped and wear paint-splattered overalls, and the women are motherly, with

worn faces. they have big old fishing boots and sweaters tied under their chins, and some carry their
grandchildren while perched on a can of biscuit batter. on the porch at one house, a woman with an
umbrella hat waits with her grandchildren, a shy 12-year-old boy and a chattering, mischievous four-
year-old girl. many of the people here walk slowly, seemingly unaware that they are in a residential

area. they have been working 12-hour shifts for four or five days. waterbury dye works, a major
industrial laundry, bakes its cotton cloth in oil-based chemicals, then softens and bleaches it with

hydrogen peroxide. they are hired out by the hour, so they do a different shift each day. with other
men, he would take a break. with his feet on the gurney, he would sit back and rest, then get up and
go back to work. but now, what he does in the shade of the watchman's house he can't do any more.

the ftl class will be held at emporium flite solutions, a freight carving shop in santa barbara. the
event will be hands-on, fast-paced, and fun. these classes will walk you through the basics of

freewheeler, allow you to make new progressions, and give you a feel for cutting metal. the class is
ideal for the beginner or intermediate wood carver. material will be provided, but some form of tools

is suggested.
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